
Helena-West Helena School District
Curriculum Document

Grade 12 English

Unit 4: Emotional Currents
Enduring Understanding:
Students will understand how the literary movements of the last two centuries have affected us.

Essential Questions(s):
How do writers evoke emotional currents in their readers?
How are literary movements expressed in different genres?
How do radio and new technology affect political speech?

What is the role of literature in creating pop culture?

Which characters and plots are forever memorable?

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 1: Unit Preview
Blast: Emotional Currents

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Explore background information about the literary movements known as romanticism, realism, and modernism.
● Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about these movements and their influence on contemporary American culture.

Standards:
Reading: History/Social Studies
RH.11-12.1
Writing: History/ Social Studies
WHST.11-12.1.A, WHST.11-12.5, WHST.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Broad, idealized, tenets, supernatural, class, slant, biopics, stream of consciousness, hit their stride, romanticism, realism, realist, modernism,
romantics

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: How have the literary movements of the last two centuries affected us?
2. Ask students what they already know about romanticism, realism, and modernism. When did these movements happen, and how do they

relate to each other? What texts do students know that fit in these movements?



3. Have students view a page from the "Humans of New York" project, such as the one at: http://tinyurl.com/oqkjrpk
Discuss how the image is an example of real people living their real lives, prompting students with questions such as:
● What is the focus of this photo? What do readers know about these children?
● What are the children doing? Does it remind you of any children you know?
● What is the boy pretending to be? What does that make you think of?

4. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question. As they read, ask students to complete the
fill-in-the-blank summary of the background provided on their Access handout.

5. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:
● What is romanticism?  How are the elements of romanticism related? What do they have in common? 
● What is realism?  How is realism different from romanticism? 
● What is modernism?  What texts have you read that contain modernist elements, such as stream of consciousness or nonlinear

storytelling? 
● The Blast lists a few examples of fairy tale- and medieval-inspired TV shows. Can you think of other examples of those elements in pop

culture?
6. In their notebooks, ask students to make three columns: one for romanticism, one for realism, and one for modernism. Have them fill in the

examples that the Blast suggests reflect each literary movement.
7. Then, have them make a list of other movies, books, or TV shows they know that reflect these elements. Students may wish to work in pairs

or groups for this activity.
8. Ask students to write their Blast response.

Materials/Resources:
Blast: Emotional Currents
Access handouts 1, 2, 4
http://tinyurl.com/oqkjrpk

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 2: British Literature and History
The Triumph of Romanticism (1750-1837)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Explore background information about the literary movements known as romanticism, realism, and modernism.

● Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about these movements and their influence on contemporary American culture.

Standards:
Textual Evidence
RI.11-12.1
Respond to a Prompt
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations

http://tinyurl.com/oqkjrpk
http://tinyurl.com/oqkjrpk


SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology:
Hysterical realism, contemporary, transcendentalism

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students explore "American Literary Movements," including the timeline and the descriptions of each movement. Then ask: What

surprised you about the timeline of literary movements?  According to the romanticism section, why is romanticism crucial to American
thought? Who were some key writers of American realism?  How did different modernist writers react to the large changes at the beginning
of the twentieth century? 

2. Have students read the article "Defining a Contemporary Movement." Tell students that they only need to read parts I and II. Then ask: How
does the author define "hysterical realism"? According to the author, what have contemporary authors learned from the realist Charles
Dickens? 

3. Ask students to look at "About Transcendentalism." How was transcendentalism related to romanticism? As a class, discuss where you see
the influence of transcendentalism in American society, pop culture, and cultural beliefs today.

Materials/Resources:
"American Literary Movements"
"Defining a Contemporary Movement"
"About Transcendentalism"

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 3: First Read
"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" by Samuel Taylor Coleridge

Student Learning Expectations:
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Impact of Word Choice
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Vocabulary Knowledge
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:



Launch, reluctant, Romanticism, heed, Mariner, eftsoons, kirk, ken, fiend, averred, wist, unslaked, drouth, weal, spectre, hoary, fathom, swound,
hermit, agony

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner.”
2. Individually or as a class, read the introduction for "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner." The introduction provides context for the poem. (Have

them refer to the "Introduction Glossary" on their Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts for definitions of key vocabulary terms.)
3. Explain to students that "rime" is an archaic spelling of "rhyme." It also can mean a type of frost that forms on objects in a fog. After reading

the introduction, use the information provided to facilitate a pre-reading discussion to get students thinking about the events and themes in
"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner."
● What mood does the title impart on a reader? What does an archaic spelling of a word say to a reader?
● What does Romanticism mean to you? What qualities would you expect of a poem written during this time period?
● With what omens and superstitions are you familiar? What superstitions would you expect of sailors who spend most of their lives on the

sea?
4. "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" was written in 1798, but the poem uses archaic language that was already old-fashioned at the time for

effect. Have students use print or online resources to determine the meaning of each word below. Then ask students to find a modern
synonym for the word.
eftsoons = soon after
kirk = a church (chiefly Scottish)
ken = see
averred = declared
wist = know
unslaked = not hydrated; thirsty
drouth = drought
weal = well-being
hoary = extremely old, especially having white hair
swound = swoon or faint

5. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of summarizing by using a Think Aloud that talks students through
the first stanzas of the poem. 

6. Have students read and annotate the poem.
● In small groups, have students read or listen to the audio of Part I of "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner."
● Ask groups to summarize stanzas 5–8 using their own words. Encourage students to talk out the details and events that happen in these

lines. Ask students to record their summaries in the Summarizing Chart on the Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts. Sample answers appear at
the end of this lesson plan.

● Allow time for groups to continue the reading comprehension strategy of summarizing until they complete the Part I Summarizing Chart.
Check groups' understanding of the strategy by circling around and asking questions.

● Have students use the second Summarizing Chart to record their summaries as they read the rest of the poem independently.



7. In small groups or pairs, have students discuss the questions and inferences they made while reading.
● What happens to the Ancient Mariner's ship? Where does it go, and what happens there? Briefly summarize the plot of the poem. 
● Why does the Mariner shoot the albatross? Does this action make sense to you? Why or why not? 
● What is the role of angels and spirits in the poem? Do they serve a positive or negative purpose? 
● What penance does the Mariner have to do for shooting the albatross? What did he learn from the experience? 
● In Part IV, what things does the Mariner describe as beautiful? Why is this important? (
● Summarize the poem to a partner. Did your partner leave out any key information, or include any minor details that don't belong in a

summary? Work together to create a clear and concise summary of the poem.
8. Have students imagine that they are the wedding guest who listens to the Ancient Mariner's story. What is the guest like? Why did the

Ancient Mariner stop him? Ask students to write two short journal entries: one from before the wedding and one from the next morning
when the wedding guest wakes up as a "sadder and a wiser man." Tell students to be creative but remain consistent with information in the
poem. Allow time for students to share their journal entries with the class.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner"
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 4: Skill Lesson
Tone

Student Learning Expectations:
● Learn the definition of tone.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing tone in a poem.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Tone
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2
Context Clues
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.B

Key Terminology:
Evocation, somber, archaic, linguistic, unnerves, accosted, personification, motif

Activities & Assessments:



1. Watch the Concept Definition video on tone with your students. Have your students write down the definition of tone as it is stated in the
video. Also, make sure they understand the different strategies for determining an author's tone. Pause the video at key moments to discuss
the information with your students.

2. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of tone. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use these
questions to engage students in a discussion about tone.

● How do you identify a speaker's "tone of voice" during a conversation? Why is tone of voice important to understanding what a
person is saying? 

● The definition says informational texts use an objective tone to prove they are credible sources. Why might a fiction writer create a
non-objective tone? 

● Why does "Jan cowered in a corner" suggest fear better than "Jan hid in a corner"? How else could you change that sentence to
better create a tense or ominous tone? 

3. The famous illustrator Gustave Doré created a popular illustrated version of "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" in 1875. Project the
illustrations or have students view them on devices. Then discuss what the illustrations contribute to the poem.

● What mood do the illustrations have? Does this mood match the poem overall? Why or why not?
● How do the illustrations enhance the poem? Do they clarify any sections of the poem for you?
● Do any of the illustrations contradict your own visualizations of the events described? How does this contradiction change your

understanding of the poem?
● Do the illustrations ever add details that aren't in the poem? Should an illustrator have license to add details, or should an illustrator

stay faithful to only what is in the text?
4. Have students independently read the Model section. 
5. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole group discussion that helps students understand how to

determine and analyze the tone of the poem:
● Why does the Model mention the verb tense of the first stanza?  Is the archaic language of the first stanza appropriate for the time

period when this poem was written? Why would Coleridge have used archaic language?
● The Model mentions the connotation of the word "loon." What connection might the use of the word "loon" have to the rest of the

poem? 
● When does the tone of the Ancient Mariner's story change? How does Coleridge express this change? 

6. The Model identifies the personification of the storm and explains the effect of that choice. Pair students and have them return to the poem
and look for other examples of personification. Then have students discuss how this figure of speech affects the poem.

7. Divide students into seven groups and assign each group one of the poem's Parts. Have each group determine the tone or tones of their part
and identify words and phrases that contribute to the tone. When groups have finished, discuss the overall tone of the poem.
● Which Parts have similar tones? Does Coleridge use similar words and phrases in each Part?
● Which Parts include a change in tone? How is the change expressed?
● What is the overall tone of the poem?

Materials/Resources:
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4



Skills lesson on tone in "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner"

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 5: Close Read
"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" by Samuel Taylor Coleridge

Student Learning Expectations:
● Complete a close reading of a poem.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing tone in "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner."
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Story Elements
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Interpret Figures of Speech
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5.A
Produce and Strengthen Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10

Key Terminology:
Albatross, vespers, penance, seraph, shrieve,

Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first six stanzas using the annotation strategies mentioned below. While

modeling annotation strategies, make notes that tie the text to the focus skill and demonstrate what students are looking for as they read
2. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read. Then have students

read and annotate the poem. As they reread the text, remind students to use the comprehension strategy of summarizing that they learned
in the First Read.

3. Have these students discuss and complete the text summary on the Access 4 handout and use their summary to help them analyze and
annotate the text by completing the Skills Focus questions.

4. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions:
● In Part II, after the albatross is shot, what kinds of words and phrases does the author use to describe the ocean?  What images

do these words and phrases give to the reader? 
● At the end of Part V and the beginning of Part VI, what information do the "two voices" share? What role do they serve in the

narrative? (How are the two voices different, and why is that difference important?  Who do you think the two voices are? Do
the voices represent someone or something? 

● What role does the hermit play in the poem? Cite textual evidence to support your answer. 



5. Ask students what they think life was like for sailors in the late eighteenth century. From where do they get their mental images of sailors at
this time? Then, have students read about what sailing and life at sea was really like. (This article is a good starting
point: http://tinyurl.com/yswcxo) As students read, remind them to keep this context in mind.

6. Read the prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm about the tone in "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner." 
7. Have students complete the prewriting activity on their Access handout to organize their thoughts before they write.
8. Ask students to complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their answers.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner"
"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" Vocabulary handout
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4
http://tinyurl.com/yswcxo

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 6: Blast
Modern Day Albatross

Student Learning Expectations:
● Explore background information about the ozone layer to consider how previous generations' actions have impacted people today.
● Research using the hyperlinks to learn about the ozone layer and the steps being taken to protect it.

Standards:
Text Analysis and Text Evidence
RI.11-12.1
Introduce and Develop Claim(s) & Counterclaim(s)
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.D

Key Terminology:
Terrain, stratosphere, ultraviolet light, radiation, industrialized nations, tremendous, chlorofluorocarbons

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: What mistakes from previous generations are we still paying the price for

today?
2. Ask students what they know about Antarctica or the ozone already. What happened to the ozone layer, and why? What other problems

exist today because of actions from previous generations? 
3. Have students view a diagram of how the ozone layer works. Encourage students to look at how the two different types of UV rays interact

with the ozone layer. Discuss the image, prompting students with questions such as:
● What do you see in this diagram?

http://tinyurl.com/yswcxo
http://tinyurl.com/yswcxo


● What are the two types of UV rays? What does the ozone layer do to them?
● What do you think would happen if more UV-B rays got through the ozone layer?

4. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question. As they read, ask students to complete the
fill-in-the-blank summary of the background provided on their Access 4 handout.

5. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:
● When was the hole in the ozone first discovered? What caused it to increase? 
● Why did people start using CFCs? 
● Why is the hole in the ozone layer a cause for concern?
● What has been done to repair the damage to the ozone layer?

6. In their notebooks, ask students to make two columns. They should label one column "Problems Caused by Previous Generations," and the
other "Things We're Doing to Make Up for Those Mistakes." Start with the Background and have them fill in the two columns

7. Use these questions to guide students' exploration of the research links:
● Ask students to look at "Changes to the Ozone." What does the series of images show about how the ozone layer has changed over

time?  What does the accompanying article suggest is the reason for these changes?
● Ask students to look at "Ozone Depletion." What are some of the dangers associated with the hole in the ozone?  When is the level of

chlorine in the ozone expected to recover? 
● Ask students to look at "Exploring Ozone." Why does the scientist called ozone "natural sunscreen"? What are the three ingredients

necessary for an ozone hole?  When do scientists expect the ozone layer to get back to the size it was in 1980? 
8. Ask students to write their Blast response.

Materials/Resources:
Blast: Modern Day Albatross
www.NASA.org
Access Handout 1, 2, 3

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 7: First Read
“Young Goodman Brown” by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Student Learning Expectations:
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Word Meaning
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10

http://www.nasa.org


Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2
Vocabulary Knowledge
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.B, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Lattice, polluted, Goodman, prithee, ‘twixt, return whence I came, wot, fain, verily, husbandman, e’en, catechism, gossip, smallage, cinquefoil, wolf’s
bane, Egyptian magi, thither, durst, aught, proselytes

Activities & Assessments:
1. Individually or as a class, read the introduction to "Young Goodman Brown." The introduction provides context for the story.
2. Find out what your students already know about colonial Massachusetts or the Puritans.

● First, divide your students into small groups.
● Ask each group to generate a list (on the board or on paper) of the information and previous knowledge your students have about

colonial Massachusetts.
● After compiling their lists, ask students to share with the class where their previous knowledge came from -- a drama, a class, a

documentary, or a book? Discuss.
3. After reading the introduction, use the information provided to facilitate a pre-reading discussion to get students thinking about the events

and themes in "Young Goodman Brown."
● Why might a forest be considered "the domain of the devil"?
● How might a "serpentine walking stick" be a symbol of evil?
● Why might people who are "above reproach" be willing to meet with the devil?

4. "Young Goodman Brown" includes a number of archaic and specialized expressions that might interfere with student comprehension. Before
students read the text, explain the meaning of those words.

5. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of making, revising, and confirming predictions by using a Think
Aloud that talks students through the first paragraph of text.

6. Have students independently read and annotate the story. Have students use the Annotation Guide on the Access 4 handout to support
them as they highlight and annotate the text.

7. In small groups or pairs, have students answer and discuss the following questions. To help facilitate discussions, refer to Collaborative
Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook.

● What is the reason for Young Goodman Brown's journey to the wooded area?  Why might the devil be dressed in "decent attire"
when he meets Brown? 

● How does the devil weaken Brown's resistance to evil?  At what point is Brown finally able to resist the devil's temptation? 
● If you stop reading three paragraphs before the end of the story, what information can help you predict how the night in the

woods will change Young Goodman Brown? 
8. Pair students and ask them to write a short dialogue that might take place between Goodman Brown and the devil a year after their

encounter in the forest. Students should mimic Hawthorne's style, using dialogue in the story as a model.
9. Have students complete the Think questions.



Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on "Young Goodman Brown"
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 8: Close Read
“Young Goodman Brown” by Nathaniel Hawthorne
Skill Lesson: Setting

Student Learning Expectations:
● Learn the definition of setting.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing setting.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Complete a close reading of a short story.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing setting in an excerpt from "Young Goodman Brown."
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Theme/Central Idea
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.7
Produce and Strengthen Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Figures of Speech/Word Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Ominously, foreshadowing, incorporates, mirrors, at work, dishearten, threshold, discerned, abashed, ocular, irrepressible, exhorted, firmament,
blasphemy, unfathomable, fervid

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on setting with your students. Have your students write down the definition of setting and what it

encompasses, and make sure they understand how a story's setting can influence its plot, character(s), and theme(s). Pause the video at key
moments to discuss the information with your students.

2. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of setting. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use these
questions to engage students in a discussion about setting:

● What are some interesting settings you've read about in other stories or novels? What made the setting interesting? 
● In what kind of story would more than one setting be needed?



● Setting consists of both time and place. Which of these two do you think is more important in a story? Why?
3. After watching the video, ask students to think of movies and television shows they have seen that have interesting settings. Using a

whiteboard or projector, compile a list of what makes a setting interesting.
4. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first six paragraphs.
5. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read. Then have students

read and annotate the story.  As they reread the text, remind students to use the comprehension strategy of making, revising, and confirming
predictions that they learned in the First Read.

6. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions:
● The story begins in the village, continues into the forest, and then concludes in the village again. How are these changes in

setting related to the plot? Cite specific textual evidence to support your statements. 
● Discuss the descriptions of the forest path or road. How does it change during Brown's journey? Cite specific textual evidence to

support your statements.
● The climax of the story occurs at midnight in a clearing in the forest. List some phrases from the story that describe this setting. 

What feeling do these phrases give the reader?
7. Ask small groups to research the Salem witch trials of the early 1600s, which took place in the same village where Goodman Brown lives.

Assign groups different topics, such as the types of activities that were labeled witchcraft, the judges at the trial, who was executed and how,
and what led to the end of the trials. Ask a representative from each group to present their findings to the class.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on setting in "Young Goodman Brown"
Close Read lesson on "Young Goodman Brown"
"Young Goodman Brown" Vocabulary handout
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 9: First Read
“The Masque of the Red Death” by Edgar Allan Poe
Skill Lesson: Irony

Student Learning Expectations:
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Learn and practice strategies for varying the length and complexity of phrases, clauses, and sentences.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.
● Learn the definition of irony.



● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing irony.

Standards:
Text Analysis and Inference
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Vocabulary Using Context
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Syntax, macabre, raging, plague, masquerade ball, Avatar, profuse, sagacious, hale, folly, voluptuous, wanton, disapprobation, Herod, jest, visage,
blasphemous, bore aloft, impetuosity, tangible, irony, verbal irony, situational irony, dramatic irony, severity, precautions, upends

Activities & Assessments:
1. Individually or as a class, read the introduction for "The Masque of the Red Death." The introduction provides context for the story.

2. "The Masque of the Red Death" includes a number of archaic and specialized expressions that might interfere with student comprehension.
Before students read the text, explain the meaning of those words.

3. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of summarizing by using a Think Aloud that talks students through
the first two paragraphs of the story. 

4. Have students independently read and annotate the story. Discuss major events as a class to ensure comprehension.
5. Pair students and ask them to brainstorm how the story might be different if it were set in modern times. What kind of person might the

main character be? A politician? A celebrity? What type of plague would be happening? How might the setting be different? 
6. Present students with an issue from the text that can be debated. Allow students to debate the issue as a class or in smaller groups.

Debate prompt: Did the people in the abbey get what they deserved? Why or why not?
7. Distribute the StudySync grammar handout on syntax and discuss the instruction provided on the handout with students. Have students

respond individually to the questions on the handout. (Homework possibility)
8. Watch the Concept Definition video on irony with your students. Ask students to write the definition of each type and the key evidence they

can examine to determine irony in their notes.
9. Use these questions to facilitate a whole group discussion that helps students understand how to determine and analyze the author's use of

irony within the passage:
● Which type of irony does the Model focus on?  What is the definition of this type of irony? 
● In the story "The Masque of the Red Death," what expectation does the author set up for readers, and what actually occurs? 
● How does the narrator emphasize the irony of the story's ending?

10. Pair students and have them discuss the passages from the story that are included in the Model. Ask them to explain how the first passage
builds readers' expectations and how the second passage upends those expectations. If they were not surprised by the story's ending, have
them explain the textual evidence they used to build their own expectations.

Materials/Resources:



First Read lesson on "The Masque of the Red Death"
Skills lesson on irony in "The Masque of the Red Death"
Grammar Handout: Syntax
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 10: Full Text Study
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 1-4)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing irony.

Standards:
Text Analysis and Inference
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Vocabulary Using Context
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Scrupulous, design, circumspect, caprice, rapture, deficient, ductile, endear, candid, candor, censure, defer, ascertain, surmise, barefaced,
Activities & Assessments:

1. Provide students with background information on Jane Austen.
(http://www.glencoe.com/sec/literature/litlibrary/pdf/pride_and_predjudice.pdf)

2. Independently or as a class, read and discuss chapters 1-4 of Pride and Prejudice.
3. Have students find examples of irony in the first two chapters. Have students identify the type of irony being used.
4. In small groups or with a partner, have students answer the following questions:

● The original title of this novel was Frist Impressions. What are your first impressions of the Bennet family?
● Describe the personalities of the Bennet family. How can we predict these characteristics will affect the theme and plot?
● What is to be the theme of the novel? How do we know this from the beginning?
● What is ironic in the emphasis of the first sentence?
● What can we gather about Mr. Bingley’s character by the fact that he doesn’t allow himself to like Jane until his he receives his sisters’

approval? What could this foreshadow about his character?

http://www.glencoe.com/sec/literature/litlibrary/pdf/pride_and_prejudice.pdf


● How do the four main characters’ attitudes and introductions foreshadow their coming romances?
5. Assign students to read Chapters 5 and 6 for homework.

Materials/Resources:
http://www.glencoe.com/sec/literature/litlibrary/pdf/pride_and_predjudice.pdf
Pride and Prejudice

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 11: Skill Lesson
Compare and Contrast
Full Text Study: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 5-6)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Learn the definition of compare and contrast.
● Practice using concrete strategies for comparing and contrasting.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Compare and Contrast
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.9
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Nightmarish, sanctuary, bathed in, primordial, trigger, unconscious

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on compare and contrast with your students. Make sure your students understand the difference

between comparing and contrasting, and how it can help to unlock meaning in a given text. 
2. Have students select a book they've read that has been turned into a movie. Compile a list of examples. Have students discuss how the books

and films are similar and different. What parts remained the same? What parts were changed or added? Why do you think the filmmakers
made these changes? Which did you enjoy more: the book or the film? Why?

3. Have students independently read the Model section.
4. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole group discussion that helps students understand how to

compare and contrast elements of two stories:
● What does the compare-and-contrast analysis focus on? 
● How are "The Masque of the Red Death" and "Young Goodman Brown" similar?  How are "The Masque of the Red Death" and "Young

Goodman Brown" different? 
● What are primordial symbols?  What other symbols do "The Masque of the Red Death" and "Young Goodman Brown" use to develop

their themes? 

http://www.glencoe.com/sec/literature/litlibrary/pdf/pride_and_prejudice.pdf


5. Facilitate a whole group discussion on Chapters 5 and 6 of Pride and Prejudice. Have students take notes on characters and themes.
6. Give students opportunity to practice the Compare and Contrast skill by comparing different pairs of characters in Chapters 5 and 6:

● Bingley’s open-heartedness vs. Darcy’s aloofness
● Jane’s tolerance vs. Elizabeth’s more judgmental nature
● Compare Miss Bingley vs. Elizabeth
● Compare Charlotte vs. Elizabeth
● Compare what a single character truly feels with what he or she says

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on compare and contrast in "The Masque of the Red Death"
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 12: Close Read
“The Masque of the Red Death” by Edgar Allan Poe
Blast: Fear Itself

Student Learning Expectations:
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying irony and comparing and contrasting elements in "The Masque of the Red Death."
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
● Explore background information about the popularity of supernatural fiction and why people love reading supernatural or scary stories.
● Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about supernatural fiction and the human response to fear, including articles, an

interview, and an overview of why paranormal literature is so popular among young adults.

Standards:
Central Idea/Story Elements
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4
Produce, Publish and Share Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Determine and Clarify Precise Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Pestilence, dominions, august, tremulousness, waning, spectral, invokes, leap off the page, impulse, paranormal, escapism, collective cultural
consciousness, make your hair stand on end, extrasensory perception



Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first three paragraphs.
2. Have students read and annotate the story. As they reread the story, remind students to use the comprehension strategy of summarizing

that they learned in the First Read.
3. Ask students to answer and discuss the following questions, in small groups or pairs, with a focus on irony.

● What is your expectation after reading the first three paragraphs? Cite specific textual evidence to support your statements.
● What kind of mood does Poe create through his descriptions of the masquerade ball?  How does this affect your expectations about what

will happen? Cite specific textual evidence to support your statements. 
● Are there examples of verbal irony or dramatic irony anywhere in the story? 

4. Read the prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm about allegory in "The Masque of the Red Death" and "Young Goodman Brown."
Students can brainstorm together either as a class or in small groups to begin planning their responses.

5. Have students complete the prewriting activity on the Access 4 handout to organize their thoughts before they write.
6. Ask students to complete the writing assignment 
7. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: Why do people enjoy supernatural stories?
8. Ask students why they like or dislike supernatural stories. What do they already know about the influence of the supernatural on literature

and popular culture? Do they have a favorite supernatural book, movie, or television series? Do they have a favorite supernatural creature or
character? 

9. Have students view an image of someone experiencing fear, such as the one at: http://tinyurl.com/ozx5e7t Discuss how the image depicts
someone who is afraid but who also wants to see what will happen next.

10. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
11. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:

● How have supernatural stories had a long-lasting effect on audiences? 
● Why do some people like feeling scared? 
● How can supernatural stories help us feel courageous? 
● How many Americans believe in paranormal activities, and how does this belief relate to supernatural literature? 
● Why do some people want to believe in ghosts or other supernatural creatures? 

12. Ask students to write their Blast response.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on "The Masque of the Red Death"
"The Masque of the Red Death" Vocabulary handout
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4
http://tinyurl.com/ozx5e7t
Blast: Fear Itself

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:

http://tinyurl.com/ozx5e7t
http://tinyurl.com/ozx5e7t


Day 13: Full Text Study
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 7-8)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Read a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Central Idea/Story Elements
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Determine and Clarify Precise Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
British-regency-era, preoccupation, want, let, chaise and four, Michaelmas, design, a few lines, ignorant, vexing, mean understanding

Activities & Assessments:
1. Individually or as a whole group, read Chapters 7 and 8. Discuss how events in these chapters advance Mrs. Bennet’s hope to marry one of

her daughters to Bingley.
2. Have groups of students view still images from a film adaptation of Pride and Prejudice. See, for example:

http://tinyurl.com/ok3hvq8 and http://tinyurl.com/ogyy7np. Have students work in pairs and discuss what the images suggest about the
characters and life in Regency society.

3. Ask them to think about these questions:
● What are the characters doing in these scenes? What emotions do they show?
● What can you infer about Regency society based on the costumes and sets?
● Do you think it would be easy or difficult to succeed in society during this time? Why?

4. Pair students and ask them to brainstorm a list of qualities that they think an ideal man or woman would possess during this time period.
Then have them discuss these qualities. How are the qualities for women and men similar? How are they different? How are they similar to
the qualities that are valued in today's society? 

5. Ask students to imagine that they are one of the Bennet daughters they know about so far: Jane, Lizzy, or Lydia. Have them write a journal
entry as that daughter, describing her parents' relationship with each other and with her, and discussing the arrival of Mr. Bingley in town.
Tell students they can add their own ideas, but everything they add must be consistent with Austen's text.

6. Have students read Chapters 9-12 for homework.

Materials/Resources:

http://tinyurl.com/ok3hvq8
http://tinyurl.com/ogyy7np


Read lesson on Pride and Prejudice
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Pride and Prejudice
http://tinyurl.com/ok3hvq8 
http://tinyurl.com/ogyy7np

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 14: Skill Lesson
Character
Full Text Study: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 9-12)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Learn the definition of character.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing characters.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Theme/Central Idea
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Overall Word Meaning
L.11-12.1, L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6
Response to Feedback
W.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology:
Gossip, humoring, oblivious, character, traits, dialogue and action, change

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on character with your students. Make sure students write down and understand the definition of

character traits, focusing in particular on how these traits may change or evolve over the course of a story's plot.
2. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of character. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use

these questions to engage students in a discussion about characters.
● How do characters drive the plot? 
● How do authors construct characters? 
● Which kind of character do you find more compelling: the protagonist or the antagonist? Why?

3. As a class, discuss the major events and characters from Chapters 9-12 of Pride and Prejudice. Have students respond to the following
questions focused on characters and characterization:

http://tinyurl.com/ok3hvq8
http://tinyurl.com/ogyy7np


● Which of Mrs. Bennet's character traits is first revealed?
● How does the direct characterization later in the excerpt support Mrs. Bennet's indirect characterization as a gossip? 
● The narrator says of Mr. Bennet that "the experience of three-and-twenty years had been insufficient to make his wife understand his

character." How does this statement reveal something about both characters?
4. Have students meet in small groups to choose and discuss a character who is well-defined by action and speech in Chapters 9-12. Have them

write and present a character sketch based on their discussion and textual evidence. Ask students to explain the character’s importance in
the novel so far.

5. Have students read Chapters 13-17 for homework.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on character in Pride and Prejudice
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 15: Close Read
Pride and Prejudice (Excerpt)
Full Text Study: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 13-17)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing characters and irony in an excerpt from Pride and Prejudice.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Analyze Point of View
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.6
Prewrite, Plan and Produce Writing
W.11-12.1, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, 9.A, 10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.5, SL.11-12.6
Determine and Clarify Word Meaning
L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology:
Tiresome, scrupulous, caprice, discontented, solace

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, discuss the major events and characters from Chapters 9-12 of Pride and Prejudice. Have students discuss the following:

● How the new character of William Collins relates to the themes introduced in the chapter



● The necessity of social climbing through marriage
● The automatic respect accorded those of wealth and title
● The shallowness of those who pursue it
● The smugness or defiance of those who don’t

2. As a class, watch the first episode of The Lizzie Bennet Diaries, a YouTube vlog and modern-day reinterpretation of Pride and
Prejudice. (Available here: http://youtu.be/KisuGP2lcPs/) In this episode, Lizzie recreates the dialogue between her parents from the first
chapter of the novel. After watching the clip, discuss the interpretation as a class.

3. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions:
● Why does Mrs. Bennet bring up the neighbors Sir William and Lady Lucas? What does this reveal about Mrs. Bennet? 
● Do you think Mr. and Mrs. Bennet are well-matched? Cite specific textual evidence to support your opinion.
● What is the role of marriage in the Bennets' world? How is that role different from today?

4. Read the prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm about characterization in the excerpt from Pride and Prejudice.
5. Have students complete the prewriting activity on the Access 4 handout to organize their thoughts before they write.
6. Ask students to complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their answers.
7. Have students read Chapters 18-23 for homework.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on Pride and Prejudice
Pride and Prejudice Vocabulary handout
Pride and Prejudice Three-Column Chart
Speaking & Listening Handbook
http://youtu.be/KisuGP2lcPs/
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 16: First Read
The Glass Menagerie (Excerpt) by Tennessee Williams
Full Text Study: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 18-23)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Inference/Text Evidence

http://youtu.be/KisuGP2lcPs/
http://youtu.be/KisuGP2lcPs/


RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Narrative Sequencing
W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.3.C
Define Vocabulary Using Context
L.11-12.1.A, L.11-12.4.B, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology:
Inquiries, shy, gentleman caller, legend, compensate, bombardments, verands, make a fuss, cowlick, discreet, ulterior motives, face facts

Activities & Assessments:
1. Individually or as a class, read the introduction for The Glass Menagerie. The introduction provides context for the excerpt from scene five.
2. Find out what your students already know about gender roles in the early 20th century. Have a class discussion about women in the early

part of the century through the Great Depression. Prompt students with questions such as:
● What were the expectations for women in the early 20th century? Were they different in different parts of the country (the South, urban

areas, etc.)?
● What was dating like during this time period? How did men and women meet? What role did parents play in arrangements?
● What would have happened to a family without a father in the 1930s?
After students share their ideas, ask them to think about possible conflicts that could arise from these gender roles.

3. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of visualizing by using a Think Aloud that talks students through
the first paragraph of text.

4. Have students independently read and annotate the excerpt.
5. In small groups or pairs, have students answer and discuss the following questions. To help facilitate discussions, refer to Collaborative

Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook.
● What announcement does Tom make in this excerpt? How does Amanda respond? 
● What do readers learn about Tom and Laura's father in this excerpt? 
● How does Tom describe Laura? How does Amanda respond? 
● How did visualizing the Wingfield apartment help you understand Tom and Amanda's conversation?

6. Ask students to draw or sketch a picture that shows the mood of the scene. They can use different colors to highlight words or phrases, or
draw simple illustrations of images on the screen, such as "A caller with a bouquet" and the apartment. The drawings can be moody and
abstract. Call on students to describe what they drew and why.
● What overall mood does the scene have? Why?
● Why did they include particular images and/or colors?
● How did they "paint" the emotions and feelings of the scene?

7. As a class, revisit Chapter 18 to discuss the Netherfield Ball scene. Ask students to compare the scene from The Glass Menagerie with the
scene of the Netherfield Ball. Ask students how characters’ goals or desires in the two texts are the same or different and to compare how
the characters strategize attaining those goals.



8. Have students read Chapters 24-26 for homework.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on The Glass Menagerie
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 17: Skill Lesson
Media
Full Text Study: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 24-26)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Learn the definition of media.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing media.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Media/Multiple Interpretations of a Story
RL.11-12.7
Analyze Story Elements
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Determine and Clarify Word Meaning
L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology:
Adapted, vague, blurts, huddle, conspirators, bubbles under the surface, medium

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on media with your students. Have your students write down the definition of  "media" and consider the

many different kinds of media, as well as the role of technology in the dissemination of information.
2. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of media. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use these

questions to engage students in a discussion about media.
● How did media change at the end of the 19th century, and why? 
● How is the "language" of Twitter different than the language of film? Of YouTube? Why? 
● Why do people like to reinvent old stories in new media? Can you think of any examples?

3. Have students independently read the Model section. 



4. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole-group discussion that helps students understand how to
determine and analyze the different interpretations of the play:
● How does a written version of a drama differ from a movie adaptation? 
● What are some questions to ask yourself when analyzing different versions of a text? 
● What does the Model say readers can infer about Tom and Amanda from the play? 
● What evidence does the Model present to support the inference that Tom is disrespectful to Amanda? Which movie version highlights this

trait? 
● How does watching the film clips change your understanding of the scene? 
● Which version of the scene do you think is most faithful to Williams's script? Why? 

5. As a class, discuss the major plot, themes, and characters from Chapters 24-26 of Pride and Prejudice.
6. To present another opportunity to use the media skill, have students watch this clip from the 1995 miniseries of Pride and Prejudice

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ar1MhDopzxs). Have students note how the screen version compares to the novel. Students might
discuss how the film is faithful to or departs from the novel and what is gained or lost and why.

7. Have students read Chapters 27-31 of Pride and Prejudice for homework.

Materials/Resources:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ar1MhDopzxs

Skills lesson on media in The Glass Menagerie
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
1973 version of The Glass Menagerie

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 18: Close Read
The Glass Menagerie (Excerpt) by Tennessee Williams
Full Text Study: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 27-31)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for comparing and contrasting elements of The Glass Menagerie as portrayed in two film adaptations

of the text.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Central Idea/Story Elements
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ar1MhDopzxs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ar1MhDopzxs


Produce, Publish and Share Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Determine and Clarify Precise Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Annunciation, emulate, sphinx, supercilious, homely, portieres

Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the text of Tom's memories of the Paradise Dance Hall from scene five onto the board and access the corresponding video clips from

the 1973 made-for-television film version at http://w.studysync.com/?4A9C and the 1987 film version at http://w.studysync.com/?1873D.
Use the text and video to model a close reading/viewing. 

2. Have students read and annotate the excerpt. As they reread the text, remind students to use the comprehension strategy of Visualizing that
they learned in the First Read.

3. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions with a focus on comparing and
contrasting media formats used to tell the story.
● Neither film adaptation uses the projection screens Williams includes in the text of the play. What role do these projections play in

Williams's text? How does the choice to omit them affect the audience's understanding of the text? Cite specific textual evidence to
support your statements.

● Directors of film adaptations usually make changes as they bring a story to life. Note one key change in one of the film adaptations from
Williams's original text. Why might the director have made that choice? How does it affect the overall themes of the text? Cite specific
textual evidence to support your answer. 

● Imagine that you are making a film adaptation of The Glass Menagerie. Whom would you cast as Tom, Amanda, and Laura, and why?
What qualities of each character would you want to focus on in your adaptation?

4. Read the writing prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm about the techniques used in the three versions of The Glass
Menagerie. Students can brainstorm together either as a class or in small groups to begin planning their responses. 

5. Have students complete the prewriting activity on the Access 4 handout to organize their thoughts before they write.
6. Ask students to complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their answers. 
7. As a class, discuss the major plot, themes, and characters from Chapters 27-31 of Pride and Prejudice
8. Ask students to contrast Lady Catherine from Pride and Prejudice with Amanda in The Glass Menagerie, taking into account the characters’

objectives, styles, and interactions with others.
9. Have students read Chapters 32-36 of Pride and Prejudice for homework.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on The Glass Menagerie
The Glass Menagerie Vocabulary handout

http://w.studysync.com/?4A9C
http://w.studysync.com/?1873D


http://w.studysync.com/?4A9C
http://w.studysync.com/?1873D
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 19: First Read
Wuthering Heights (Excerpt) by Emily Bronte
Full Text Study: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 32-36)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Learn and practice strategies for determining when to use italics.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Theme/Central Idea
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Overall Word Meaning
L.11-12.1, L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6
Response to Feedback
W.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology:
Estate, mistress, strike up, fallout, superstitious, dread, prophecy, catastrophe, hearken, steal out, bade, pliable, vindictiveness, asunder

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of Wuthering Heights.
2. Individually or as a class, read the introduction for Wuthering Heights. The introduction provides context for the excerpts taken from

Chapters 9, 15, and 16.
3. Pair students and provide them with a short, credible online biography of the Brontë´ sisters, such as the one at http://tinyurl.com/labllek.

Have students read the short biography and use the facts they've learned to help them complete the Build Background sentence frames on
the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts

http://w.studysync.com/?4A9C
http://w.studysync.com/?1873D
http://tinyurl.com/labllek


4. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of asking and answering questions by using a Think Aloud that
talks students through the first few lines of the excerpt.

5. Have students independently read and annotate the excerpt.
6. In small groups or pairs, have students answer and discuss the following questions. To help facilitate discussions, refer to Collaborative

Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook.
● In Chapter 9, why does Heathcliff quietly leave the room?  What inference do you think he makes based on what he overhears?
● How would you describe the reunion between Catherine and Heathcliff in Chapter 15?  What questions and answers could help

readers understand the complex emotions the two characters feel for each other?
● What questions did you have before reading the excerpt from Chapter 16? Did the text provide the answers you needed? Why or why

not?
7. As a class, discuss the major events, characters, and themes from Chapters 32-36 of Pride and Prejudice.
8. Chapters 32-36 is the turning point of the novel. This excerpt from Wuthering Heights also describes a path of attempted reconciliation. Have

students compare the two texts in terms of the part played by a misunderstanding; the character of the couples; and the reasons behind the
success or failure of the reconciliation.

9. Distribute the grammar handout on italics and discuss the instruction provided on the handout with students. Have students respond
individually to the questions on the handout.

10. Have students read Chapters 37-42 for homework.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on Wuthering Heights
Grammar Handout: Italics
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4
http://tinyurl.com/labllek

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 20: Skill Lesson
Theme
Full Text Study: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 37-42)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Learn the definition of theme.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing theme.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Theme/Central Idea
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.7

http://tinyurl.com/labllek


Produce and Strengthen Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Figures of Speech/Word Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Theme, point of view, disproved, soften, transitive state, comes into focus

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on theme with your students. Ask students to write the definitions and the key evidence they can

examine to determine theme in their notes.
2. Have students complete the fill-in-the-blanks activity on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
3. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of theme. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use these

questions to engage students in a discussion about theme.
● Why do fables often state the theme at the end of the text?  How are fables different from novels? 
● How can analyzing the structure of a text help you determine its theme? 
● When is it important to rely on textual evidence to determine theme? 
● Think about another text you have read in this class. Ask yourself, What is the text really about? What factors help you

determine the answer to this question? 
4. Have students independently read the Model section. Have students complete the guided reading questions on the Access 4 handout as they

read.
5. Have students answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
6. Ask students to write one sentence that expresses a possible theme of Wuthering Heights. Then collect students' responses and choose a

few at random to read aloud. As a class, discuss evidence students could use to support the suggested theme.
7. As a class, discuss the major events, characters, and themes from Chapters 37-42 of Pride and Prejudice.
8. Chapters 37-42 lay out the factors leading to the elopement between Wickham and Lydia. Challenge students to determine one or more

themes based on what characters did or failed to do.
9. Have students read Chapters 43-45 of Pride and Prejudice for homework.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on theme in Wuthering Heights
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 21: Close Read
Wuthering Heights (Excerpt) by Emily Bronte



Full Text Study: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 43-45)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for determining and analyzing theme in an excerpt from Wuthering Heights.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Central Idea/Story Elements
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4
Produce, Publish and Share Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Determine and Clarify Precise Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Queer, aspect, degrade, countenance, paroxysm

Activities & Assessments:
1. Model a close reading of the first excerpt.
2. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read. Then have students

read and annotate the excerpt.
3. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions that focus on the theme of the selection.

● How does Nelly and Catherine's conversation about dreams help develop the theme of the text? Cite specific textual evidence to
support your statements. 

● What does Catherine's choice of husband suggest about the novel's portrayal of marriage, and how does it relate to the theme of the
text? Cite specific textual evidence to support your answer. 

● Heathcliff quietly leaves after hearing Catherine's plan and does not confront her until several years later. How do these actions help
develop the theme of the text?

4. The excerpt from Wuthering Heights focuses on the love story between Catherine and Heathcliff. Ask students to define love and identify a
real-life couple who they believe to have a strong relationship. Then have students create a Venn Diagram to compare and contrast the
couple they chose with Catherine and Heathcliff. Lastly, have students share their Venn Diagrams with a peer and discuss how love is
represented in the novel and brainstorm how love relates to the themes of the novel.

5. As a class, discuss the major events, characters, and themes from Chapters 43-45 of Pride and Prejudice.



6. Passion, fate, and death collide in the excerpts from Wuthering Heights. Have students compare the intensity of emotion and the theme of
fate vs. free will in Wuthering Heights and in Chapters 43-45 of Pride and Prejudice. How free are the two couples to “break the rules” and
express their feelings to one another?

7. Ask students to determine what accounts for that freedom or its lack, and what conclusion(s) they can draw from it about society and the
individual.

8. Have students read Chapters 46-49 of Pride and Prejudice for homework.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on Wuthering Heights
Wuthering Heights Vocabulary handout
Six Circles Graphic Organizer
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 22: First Read
The House of Mirth (Excerpt) by Edith Wharton
Full Text Study: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 46-49)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Theme/Central Idea
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Overall Word Meaning
L.11-12.1, L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology:
Broadly, odious, high society, in bondage to, petty cares, wayfarer, landed, vindictiveness, gorged, fagged step, remittances, desultory, reproach,
imbibed

Activities & Assessments:



1. Individually or as a class, read the introduction for The House of Mirth. The introduction provides context for the excerpt from Chapter III.
2. In pairs or small groups, ask students to use devices to research New York high society of the late nineteenth century. Assign each group a

topic to investigate. Remind students to include relevant facts, definitions, and concrete details in their research:
● Business and wealth in the Gilded Age
● Role of women and marriage in the upper classes at the end of the nineteenth century
● Growth and changes in New York City at the end of the nineteenth century
● Early industrialists and financiers (John D. Rockefeller, Andrew Carnegie, J. P. Morgan, etc.)

If you are in a low-tech classroom, you can provide photocopies of articles about the Gilded Age for students to read and discuss. Have
students present their findings.

3. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of asking and answering questions by using a Think Aloud that
talks students through the first several paragraphs of text.

4. Have students independently read and annotate the excerpt. Have students use the Annotation Guide on the Access 4 handout to support
them as they highlight and annotate the text.

5. In small groups or pairs, have students answer and discuss the following questions. To help facilitate discussions, refer to Collaborative
Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook.

6. What comparison does Lily make between herself and her maid?  does this tell you about the role of women in Lily's society? 
7. How does Lily remember her father?  How is this different from Lily's memories of her mother? 
8. Lily Bart is worried about her own future, but her thoughts of her situation circle back to pressure from her mother to marry well and regain

the family's wealth. Have students write a short reflection on the role parental pressure can play in a young person's life. What kinds of
pressure do they feel from parents or other family members? How is that pressure similar to or different from what Lily feels? 

9. As a class, discuss the major events, characters, and themes from Chapters 46-49 of Pride and Prejudice.
10. Chapters 46-49 focus on the elopement of Wickman and Lydia Bennet and the ripples of scandal it creates in Lydia’s family. Have students

compare the role family has played in the life of Lily Bart in The House of Mirth with the role of family in Lydia’s life. Encourage them to draw
on textual evidence in comparing and contrasting the family influence. Prompt discussions with the topics of wealth management, parental
support, and family priorities.

11. Have students read Chapters 50-53 for homework.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on The House of Mirth
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 23: Skill Lesson
Character
Full Text Study: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 50-53)



Student Learning Expectations:
● Learn the definition of character.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing characters in a novel.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Story Elements/Character
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Define Vocabulary Using Context
L.11-12.1.A, L.11-12.4.B, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology:
Characters, dialogue, story, traits, life station, contrasts, outsized, social constraints, inherited tastes, overbearing, fall flat

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on character with your students. Make sure students write down and understand the definition of

character, focusing in particular on how character traits may change or evolve over the course of a story's plot. Have students complete the
fill-in-the-blanks exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.

2. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of character
3. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use these questions to engage students in a discussion about characters:

● How are nonhuman characters developed differently from human characters?  Why might an author choose to use nonhuman
characters in a story? Can you think of any examples? 

● What is the relationship between character traits and how realistic a character seems to a reader? 
● What's the difference between a protagonist and an antagonist?  Does a story always need both? 
● What is the role of minor characters? 

4. Have students independently read the Model section. Have students complete the guided reading questions on the Access 4 handout as they
read.

5. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole-group discussion that helps students understand how to analyze
characters in the excerpt:

● According to the Model, what do readers learn about Lily from direct characterization in this excerpt? What traits do readers learn
from indirect characterization? 

● How is Mr. Bart's character described?  What clues does this description suggest about Mr. Bart's relationship with Lily?
● What is Mrs. Bart's role in Lily's life? How is Lily's mother still influencing her today?
● In what ways may Mrs. Bart and Lily be considered archetypes?

6. Pair students and have them revisit the excerpt from The House of Mirth. Ask them to imagine the conversations Mr. and Mrs. Bart have
about money. Staying true to the character traits in the excerpt, ask students to write a dialogue in which Mrs. Bart asks Mr. Bart for money.



7. As a class, discuss the major events, characters, and themes from Chapters 50-53 of Pride and Prejudice.
8. Have students revisit characters in Pride and Prejudice and consider how they have changed-possibly more than once-since their character

study in Chapters 9-12. Also highlight those characters who have resisted change and discuss why.
9. Have students read Chapters 54-57 for homework.

Materials/Resources:
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
Skills lesson on character in The House of Mirth
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 24: Close Read
The House of Mirth (Excerpt) by Edith Wharton
Full Text Study: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 54-57)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing characters.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Analyze Story Elements
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4
Writing in Response to a Prompt
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Determine and Clarify Word Meaning
L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology:
Odious, desiccating, precipitate, effaced, repugnance, slatternly,

Activities & Assessments:
1. Ask pairs or small groups to use devices to research the allusion in the title of the book.  As a class, discuss what that line means. As they

read, have students think about how this line might apply to Lily's situation.
2. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first two paragraphs



3. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read. Then have students
read and annotate the excerpt. As they reread the text, remind students to use the comprehension strategy of asking and answering
questions that they learned in the First Read.

4. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss these questions with a focus on the characters presented in the
selection.

● What kind of childhood did Lily Bart have? What words and phrases does the author use to describe it? Cite specific textual evidence
to support your statements. 

● What, to Lily and her mother, do people do to "live like pigs"? Cite specific textual evidence to support your answer. 
● What tone does the narrator have toward the Barts? How does that affect your reading of the excerpt? Cite specific textual evidence

to support your answer.
5. In Lily's mind, people who "lived like pigs" had engravings of Cole's Voyage of Life hanging on the walls. As a class or in small groups, find

images of these paintings. Discuss this question: Why might these paintings have seemed so déclassé, or tasteless, to Lily and Mrs. Bart?
6. As a class, discuss the major events, characters, and themes from Chapters 54-57 of Pride and Prejudice.
7. Have students discuss the importance of a worthy enemy in the situations faced by Elizabeth and Lily Bart. What was the impact of Lady

Catherine’s attempted smackdown of Elizabeth on both Elizabeth and Darcy? Might a similar test of values have helped Lily Bart in her
struggle to gain social standing? Why or why not? Did Elizabeth’s childhood make her better equipped to attain her goals than Lily’s
childhood did? Why?

8. Have students read Chapters 58-61 of Pride and Prejudice for homework.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on The House of Mirth
The House of Mirth Vocabulary handout
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 25: Blast
I Don’t
Full Text Study: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
(Chapters 58-61)

Student Learning Expectations:
● Explore background information about marriage as a social institution.
● Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about changes in attitudes toward marriage over time, including statistics, polls, and

opinion articles.

Standards:
Text Analysis



RI.11-12.1
Establish and Develop Claims
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology:
Taunt, ingrained, bedrock, antiquity, mandatory, millennials, median, relic

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: What is the state of marriage in the United States today?
2. Ask students what they think about marriage. What do they know about the history of marriage as a social and cultural institution? Do they

want to get married someday? Why or why not? Taking into account ideas generated by their classmates, do they have a sense of the current
state of marriage in the United States? 

3. Have students view a chart or graph depicting marriage rates in the United States, such as the one at: http://tinyurl.com/qzbn8cw. Discuss
how the image shows a decline in marriage rates over time, prompting students with questions such as:
● When was the marriage rate among women the highest, and what percentage was it?
● Why do you think the marriage rate was so high at that time?
● When was the marriage rate among women the lowest, and what percentage was it?
● What happened in society between these dates? Why do you think the marriage rate fell so much?

4. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question.
5. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:

● Why is marriage often considered the "bedrock of society"? 
● Why did attitudes toward marriage begin to shift in the 1970s? 
● Why are marriage rates so low today? 
● If marriage is no longer necessary, why do some people still get married? 

6. In their notebooks, ask students to make three columns. They should label one column "Why People Get Married," another "Why People
Don't Get Married," and the last "My Opinion." Start with the Background and have them fill in reasons for the first two columns.After
they've finished that, have them ask themselves whether or not they plan to get married and the reasons why or why not. Have them write
their answer in the third column. 

7. Ask students to write their Blast response.
8. As a class, discuss the major events, characters, and themes from the final chapters, Chapters 54-57, of Pride and Prejudice.
9. Have students choose one or more marriages from the novel, analyze it, and compare it with marriage in American society today as outlined

in the Blast “I Don’t”. What lesson emerges from the Bennets’ marriage? The Collinses’? The Bingleys’? The Wickhams’? The Darcys’? Does
marriage still lend the same values or validation to partnerships today? Explain.

Materials/Resources:
Blast: I Don't

http://tinyurl.com/qzbn8cw


Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4
http://tinyurl.com/qzbn8cw
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 26: First Read
O Pioneers! by Willa Cather
Skill Lesson: Setting

Student Learning Expectations:
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.
● Learn the definition of setting.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying elements of setting.

Standards:
Text Evidence/ Setting
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Defining Vocabulary in Context
L.11-12.1.A, L.11-12.1.B, L.11-12.3, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Migration, prairie, unconventional, homestead, prospers, sheathed, pasture, close-cropped, musing, shrill, draw, plumage, cross, rural, urban,
external, uninhabitable, despair

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of O Pioneers!
2. Individually or as a class, read the introduction for O Pioneers!. The introduction provides context for the excerpts from Part I, Chapter IV and

Part II, Chapter V.
3. Find out what your students already know about pioneer settlements in the West in the early 1900s.

● First, divide your students into small groups.
● Ask each group to generate a list of information about pioneers and ask students to share where their previous knowledge came from.
● Then discuss ways in which the media (songs, movies, books, magazines, video games) impacts the way we think about pioneers. Discuss

if and how those depictions glorify or romanticize the pioneer as a classic American figure.

http://tinyurl.com/qzbn8cw


4. Have students view images of life for 19th-century pioneers on the prairie, such as the ones found on the following
website: http://tinyurl.com/qz33m59. Discuss how the pioneers pictured had to build their homes from the ground up and work to sustain
them over time, prompting students with questions such as:

● What are some challenges the pioneers likely faced?
● What do you think life on the prairie was like?
● Why do you think so many people migrated west during this time?
● Do you think you would have joined the homesteaders? Why or why not?

5. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of visualizing by using this think aloud that talks students through
the first paragraph of Part II, Chapter V. 

6. Have students independently read and annotate the excerpt. 
7. Pair students and ask them to brainstorm challenges pioneers might face on the prairie, both as they set up their homesteads and in the

years that follow. Compare and contrast two likely challenges: building a farm from scratch versus rebuilding a farm after a significant
drought. Which seems harder? 

8. Watch the Concept Definition video on setting with your students. Make sure students understand the different components of setting.
9. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of setting. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use these

questions to engage students in a discussion about setting.
● Why might an author choose to give a story an unfamiliar setting? What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of basing a story

in an unfamiliar world? 
● How does setting create mood? What kind of setting might create an ominous mood? A joyful mood? 
● Does a story's setting always correlate with mood? Why or why not? 
● Besides The Wizard of Oz, can you think of a story, novel, TV show, or movie in which the setting "is the problem a character

confronts"? ) What makes these stories particularly memorable?
10. Have students select two books they've read and describe their distinct settings. Compile a list of examples. Have students discuss how the

books would be different if they swapped settings. What might happen, for example, if Hamlet were set in the world of Beowulf? How might
a switch in setting affect not only the plot and the characters but also a reader's enjoyment of the story?

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on O Pioneers!
Skills lesson on setting in O Pioneers!
Speaking & Listening Handbook
http://tinyurl.com/qz33m59
Access Handout 1, ,2 ,3 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 27: Close Read
O Pioneers! by Willa Cather
Skill Lesson: Compare and Contrast

http://tinyurl.com/qz33m59
http://tinyurl.com/qz33m59


Student Learning Expectations:
● Learn the definition of compare and contrast.
● Practice using concrete strategies for comparing and contrasting two novels.
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing setting in O Pioneers!
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Setting
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.4
Understanding of Figurative Language
L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5

Key Terminology:
Obvious, frantic, livelihood, romantic, foreclosures, demoralized, habitable, globules, indignantly, assented

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on compare and contrast with your students. Make sure your students understand the difference

between comparing and contrasting, and how this skill can help to unlock meaning in a given text. 
2. Pair students and have them compare and contrast two characters from texts in the unit, such as Mrs. Bennet and Mrs. Bart. Have pairs make

a list of similarities and a list of differences. When they finish, have students discuss what they learned about each character from the
exercise.

3. Have students independently read the Model section.
4. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole-group discussion that helps students understand how to

compare and contrast two novels:
● Why does the Model say The House of Mirth and O Pioneers! are worth comparing and contrasting? 
● According to the Model, in what way are Lily's and Carl's childhood memories different? 
● What other comparisons or contrasts can you make between the first passages besides the ones the Model explained? 
● How do the characters in O Pioneers! react differently than the Barts do to financial hardship? 
● How does the comparison with The House of Mirth help you understand the attitudes toward money expressed in O Pioneers!?

5. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the second paragraph from Part II, Chapter V.
6. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read. Then have students

read and annotate the excerpt.
7. After students have read the text, discuss the reading and the process of analyzing the setting.



8. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss these questions with a focus on the setting presented in the
selection.

● How do outside forces affect the setting in O Pioneers!? Cite textual evidence in your response.
● In Part II, Chapter V, how does the setting influence Carl's memories? 
● Lost dreams is one theme suggested by the setting and the characters' interactions with it. Does the text suggest that it is better not

to adopt a pioneering dream or that it is better to dream a pioneering dream, even if it is lost? Support your response with textual
evidence.

9. Read the prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm about the prairie setting in O Pioneers!. Students can brainstorm together either
as a class or in small groups to begin planning their responses. 

10. Have students complete the prewriting activity on the Access handout to organize their thoughts before they write.
11. Ask students to complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their answers. 

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on compare and contrast in O Pioneers!
Close Read lesson on O Pioneers!
O Pioneers! Vocabulary handout
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 28: First Read:
Mrs. Dalloway (Excerpt) by Virginia Woolf
Extended Writing Project: Informative Writing

Student Learning Expectations:
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.
● Discuss and demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing in the form of a research paper.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying the features of informative/explanatory writing and research paper writing.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Generate information for an informative/explanatory research paper.

Standards:
Inference/Text Evidence
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Informative/Explanatory Writing
W.11-12.2, W.11-12.2.A, W.11-12.2.B, W.11-12.2.C, W.11-12.2.D, W.11-12.2.E, W.11-12.2.F



Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Define Vocabulary Using Context
L.11-12.1.A, L.11-12.4.B, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Portrait, inner consciousness, shifting, plunge, rooks, kerb, vivacious, verist frumps, sandwich men, discreet, fidgeting, illuminate, dispatch box, birth,
keen, remote, boarding school, curricula, pastime, impeded, suitor, pique, slice of life, rattled, superficial, is partial, get a feel

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students read the prompt to the Extended Writing Project on informative research paper writing. You might briefly review the concept

of a thesis statement, telling students that they will learn more about crafting thesis statements for research papers in a later lesson. Ask
them to look at the various parts of the prompt and respond to the following questions:
● What is the prompt asking you to do?
● What specific requirements does the prompt lay out?
● What does the prompt ask you to specifically consider?
● What does the prompt ask you to research?
● What kinds of sources might best help you answer the prompt?

2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction to Informative/Explanatory Writing, including the writing of informative research papers. If
you are reading the introduction as a class, encourage students to take Cornell notes defining informative research paper writing, identifying
the purpose of an informative research paper, and putting the nine features of informative research paper writing into their own words.

3. After reading the introduction, have students list the eight features of an informative research paper on their Access 3 and 4 handouts in
their own words.

4. Have students read the Student Model research paper "The Making of Pride and Prejudice: The Life and Times of Jane Austen"
5. Have students reread the prompt and take notes about what it requires. Then have students reread the student model research paper "The

Making of Pride and Prejudice: The Life and Times of Jane Austen" and consider how well it meets the requirements of the prompt. As
students reread, have them use one color to highlight areas where the essay answers the prompt well and another color to mark the places
where the model needs more support to meet the requirements of the prompt.

6. Give students the timeline and deadline for crafting their papers.
7. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for Mrs. Dalloway. The introduction provides context for the excerpt taken from Chapter 1.
8. Have students read background information on the author, Virginia Woolf.  http://tinyurl.com/ntuedfl
9. Have students read and annotate the excerpt.
10. Pair students and ask them to brainstorm what theme or themes may be developed in Mrs. Dalloway based on the details in this excerpt

from Chapter 1.
11. Ask students to imagine what would happen if they took a walk like Mrs. Dalloway's around their own neighborhood. What would they see?

Who would they talk to? How would their experience be similar to Mrs. Dalloway's? How would it be different?

Materials/Resources:

http://tinyurl.com/ntuedfl


First Read lesson on Informative Writing
First Read lesson on Mrs. Dalloway
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
 http://tinyurl.com/ntuedfl

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 29: Extended Writing Project
Prewrite

Student Learning Expectations:
● Demonstrate understanding of features of informative research paper writing.
● Analyze the prompt and generate information for an informative research paper.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Introduce and Establish Claims
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology:
Informative research papers, primary sources, secondary sources, thesis statement

Activities & Assessments:
1. Ask students to complete a Six-Circles Graphic Organizer using research questions that will help them answer the prompt.

● To the side of the web, ask students to identify an author and text from the unit they would like to research.
● Next, ask students to write research questions about the author's life in two of the smaller circles. Under the questions, have students list

what kinds of sources might help them find the answers to their questions.
● In the four remaining smaller circles, have students write research questions about the author's time period and the literary movement

with which his or her work is associated. Under these questions, ask students to list what kind of source might help them find the
answers.

● Last, ask students to write at least one research question that links the text to the author's life, time period, and/or literary movement.
Under this question, have them write a quotation from the chosen text that helps them draw this connection.

2. Discuss with students the questions they will answer in the prewriting activity to generate ideas for their own writing:
● What life events might affect an author's writing?
● What historical events might inspire a writer?
● What are the characteristics of the literary movement with which the author is associated? How are they seen in the text?
● What kinds of print sources might help you answer your research questions?
● What kinds of digital sources might help you answer your research questions?

http://tinyurl.com/ntuedfl


● How do you know if a source is credible?
3. Remind students to consider every part of the prompt as they brainstorm.

Materials/Resources:
Grade 12, Unit 4 Extended Writing Project: Prewrite lesson
Graphic Organizer: Six-Circles web
Access handout 1, 2 

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 30: Skill Lesson
Tone
Blast: Audience, Purpose, and Style

Student Learning Expectations:
● Learn the definition of tone.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing tone.
● Discuss and demonstrate understanding of audience and purpose when writing an informative/explanatory text, including a research

paper.
● Practice concrete strategies for identifying audience, purpose, and style in a research paper.
● Write in order to determine audience, purpose, and style for an informative/explanatory research paper.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Tone
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.5
Audience and Purpose
W.11-12.2, W.11-12.2.A, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology:
Obvious, purpose, persuade, engage, anticipate, pin down, precise, airiness, ominous, unalterable

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on tone with your students. Have your students write down the definition of tone as it is stated in the

video. Also, make sure they understand the different strategies for determining an author's tone.
2. Have students complete the fill in the blanks exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
3. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of tone. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use these

questions to engage students in a discussion about tone.
● What cues should you examine to determine the tone of a text? 
● How does tone function differently in a work of fiction than it does in an informational text? 



● Besides the addition of exclamation marks, how could a writer use punctuation to communicate tone in a written text? 
4. After reading the definition of tone, have students brainstorm a list of words that describe tone. You might begin by reminding students of

the tones listed in the definition (sympathy, rage, irony, sadness, bitterness, humor, and seriousness). Compile a list on the board. Then
discuss how a writer could express these tones in a written work.

5. Ask for volunteers to read the excerpt from Mrs. Dalloway aloud, one paragraph at a time. Encourage volunteers to change the tone of their
voice as they read to match the tone of the story. As they listen, ask students to take notes describing the tone of each paragraph. Then
discuss how the tone affects the meaning of the text.

6. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: How does using a formal style and objective tone help writers achieve
their purpose and reach an audience?

7. Ask students to explain their understanding audience, purpose, and style and how they are related. Next, have them discuss how learning
about these aspects of writing might apply to writing an informative research paper.

8. Have students view a photograph of a formal interview, such as the one between Katie Couric and President Obama
at: http://tinyurl.com/ndo7qkw. Discuss how their clothing and body language reflects style and tone, prompting students with questions
such as:
● What is happening in this photo?
● Is this a formal or informal situation? How do you know?
● How might this interview be different if the interviewer were wearing a T-shirt and jeans? Why would that be inappropriate for a meeting

with the president?
● Why might using an objective tone be important in an interview? How would it help the interviewer achieve her goals?

9. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question.
10. In their notebooks, ask students to make three columns, one marked "Style/Tone" one labeled "Effect on Audience" and one titled "Effective

for Informative Research Paper?". Have students start with the Style/Tone column and list different styles and tones that they might use
when writing. Then have them fill in the effect such a style or tone might have on their audience. Last, have them write whether or not that
style or tone would be effective for an informative research paper and why. 

11. Ask students to write their Blast response.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on tone in Mrs. Dalloway
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Blast: Audience, Purpose, and Style
http://tinyurl.com/ndo7qkw

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 31: Close Read
Mrs. Dalloway (Excerpt) by Virginia Woolf
Extended Writing Project: Research and Note-Taking

Student Learning Expectations:

http://tinyurl.com/ndo7qkw
http://tinyurl.com/ndo7qkw


● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing tone in an excerpt from Mrs. Dalloway.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing: research and note-taking.
● Identify and practice concrete strategies for developing research and note-taking skills.

Standards:
Tone
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.5
Informative/Explanatory Writing Research
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.7, W.11-12.8, W.11-12.9
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology:
Lark, musing, trudge, muslins, dowagers, publication information, reference, citations, parentheses, footnotes, endnotes

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students revisit the excerpt.
2. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions with a focus on the tone presented in

the selection.
● Mrs. Dalloway uses the word "fresh" twice to describe the morning. How does this repetition help establish the tone of the text? Cite

specific textual evidence to support your statements. 
● Which adjectives does Scrope Purvis use to describe Mrs. Dalloway? How do they contribute to her characterization and the tone of

the text? Cite specific textual evidence to support your answer.
3. Remind students that Virginia Woolf uses a stream-of-consciousness style of writing in Mrs. Dalloway. Remind students that this means

writing thoughts as they come and not always stopping to include punctuation or other clues that let readers know when she is switching to
another character's point of view. Paste the second and third paragraphs of Mrs. Dalloway into a Google Doc and have students mark the
places where Woolf switches points of view. Then, have students edit the text so that it clearly indicates which thoughts belong to which
character. Students should be careful to use quotation marks and other punctuation marks correctly as they edit.

4. Either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Research and Note-Taking lesson.
5. Ask students to take notes on the most important elements of research and note-taking.
6. Then in small groups or as a class ask students to discuss the purpose of research and note-taking. Give them time to discuss these

questions: What is the purpose of conducting research and taking notes when preparing to write an informative research paper?
7. Have students look closely at the student model note cards alongside the paragraph from the student model paper on the Access 1, 2, and 4

handouts.
● Ask students to look over the source cards and note cards for the student model essay "The Making of Pride and Prejudice."



● In small groups, have students review the second paragraph of the student model essay and consider how well the writer
incorporated his or her notes into the essay.

● Does this writer use his or her notes effectively? Why or why not?
● Based on the writer's note cards, what would you add, change, or remove to improve this paragraph?

8. Allow students to practice Finding Sources and Taking Notes.
● Pair students and have pairs work together to come up with search terms related to their essay topic. Then have pairs help each

other evaluate source material for credibility. If necessary, direct students to reliable sources related to their chosen texts or topics.
● Once students have found a reliable source with relevant information, have them complete the Finish the Sentences activity on the

Access 1 handout to record their information and source material. Students can use these frames for all their note cards.
● After students have answered the questions, ask them to discuss with their partner what information they found and how it relates

to their topic. Encourage partners to give each other feedback on the paraphrases.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on Mrs. Dalloway
Mrs. Dalloway Vocabulary Review
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 
Skills lesson on Research and Note-Taking

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 32: First Read
“The Star-Spangled Banner” by Francis Scott Key
Extended Writing Project: Thesis Statement

Student Learning Expectations:
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing: thesis statements.
● Identify and practice concrete strategies for writing a strong thesis statement.

Standards:
Analysis/Inference
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.3, RI.11-12.4
Informative/Explanatory Writing
W.11-12.2, W.11-12.2.A, W.11-12.2.B, W.11-12.2.C, W.11-12.2.D
Collaborative Conversations



SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Define Vocabulary Using Context
L.11-12.1.A, L.11-12.4.B, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
congressional resolution, bombardment, anthem, hailed, foe, dread, fitfully blows, havoc, doth, half conceals, half discloses, morning's first beam,
introductory paragraph, preview, biography, falls short

Activities & Assessments:
1. Individually or as a class, read the introduction for "The Star-Spangled Banner." The introduction provides context for the song.
2. After reading the introduction, use the information provided to facilitate a pre-reading discussion to get students thinking about the events

and themes in "The Star-Spangled Banner."
● Consider the original title, "The Defence of Fort McHenry." Does that title change your impression of the song?
● Does it surprise you that a song about the War of 1812 became the national anthem in 1931? Why or why not?
● What do you expect from a song about a war?
● What emotions and reactions do you think Key had as he watched the British attack the U.S. fort?
● What feelings do you think Key intended to provoke in readers?
● What makes "The Star-Spangled Banner" a better song title than "Defence of Fort McHenry"?

3. Have students independently read and annotate the song. 
4. In small groups or pairs, have students answer and discuss the following questions. To help facilitate discussions, refer to Collaborative

Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook.
● What does the speaker of the song think of the enemy? What kinds of words and phrases does he use to describe them? How do

these descriptions serve his purpose? 
● Every stanza ends with the same line. What does this line mean? Why might Key have wanted to emphasize this sentiment? 
● What are some vivid examples of figurative language in the song?  How does visualizing help you understand the figurative

language? 
5. Either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Thesis Statement lesson. Ask students to take notes on the most important

elements of a thesis statement.
6. Then in small groups or as a class ask students to discuss the purpose of the thesis statement in an essay. Give them time to discuss this

question: What is the purpose of the thesis statement in an informative research paper? What makes the thesis statement of an informative
research paper different from the thesis statement of an argumentative essay? 

7. Ask students to read the model section of the Thesis Statement lesson, including the introduction to the student model research paper "The
Making of Pride and Prejudice: The Life and Times of Jane Austen." Have them highlight the original thesis statement and use the annotation
tool to label it.  Also have them highlight and label the revised thesis statement that is suggested in the model. 

8. Then, as a class, discuss the following questions:
● What positive feedback would you give the writer of the student model essay for his or her original thesis statement? 
● What constructive criticism would you give the writer? 



● Do you agree that the revised thesis statement would help strengthen the introduction of the research paper? Why or why not? Do
you have another suggestion? 

9. Ask students to review the prompt for the Extended Writing Project and the skill definition of "thesis statement" before they draft a thesis
statement for their own informative research papers. Remind them to use all of their prewriting notes and research to guide their writing.

10. Remind students that they will be able to use either this thesis statement or a revised version when they write their research papers.
11. Have students complete a draft of their thesis statement.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on "The Star-Spangled Banner"
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Skills lesson on Thesis Statement

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 33: Skill Lesson
Author’s Purpose and Author’s Point of View
Extended Writing Project: Organize Informative Writing

Student Learning Expectations:
● Learn the definition of author's purpose and author's point of view.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing author's purpose and author's point of view.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing: organize informative writing.
● Identify and practice concrete strategies for organizing informative writing.

Standards:
Author’s Purpose/Point of View
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.6
Organizing Informative Writing
W.11-12.2, W.11-12.2.A, W.11-12.2.B, W.11-12.2.C
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Chronological, blended, orients, evoke, connotations, theme, naval, glare, internal rhyme, lyrical, unwavering, rhetorical questions

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on author's purpose and author's point of view with your students. Make sure students understand why

it's critical to know an author's purpose or point of view when trying to unlock the meaning of a text. 
2. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of author's purpose and author's point of view. Either in small

groups or as a whole class, use these questions to engage students in a discussion about author's purpose and author's point of view:



● What makes a song or a poem persuasive? Can you think of any examples? 
● Are emotional pleas different in literature as opposed to informational texts? If so, why? 
● What is the effect on readers of using rhetorical questions?

3. Have students independently read the Model section. 
4. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole-group discussion that helps students understand how to

determine and analyze the purpose and point of view of the passage:
● According to the Model, how does Key use the opening lines to set the scene for the song?  What role do the questions play? 
● What is alliteration? (How does Key use alliteration? 
● What is the difference between connotation and denotation?  How does Key use words with strong connotations? 
● What rhetorical device does Key use to stress the importance of key lines?  Why does this device work? 

5. Either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Organize Informative Writing lesson. Ask students to take notes on the basic
text structures used to organize informative writing.

6. Then in small groups or as a class ask students to discuss the purpose of organization in an essay. Give them time to discuss these questions:
What is the purpose of organizing information in an informative research paper? How do text structures serve this purpose?

7. Have students reread the prompt for the Extended Writing Project and then ask them to identify the type of organizational structure they
think might work best to answer the prompt. 

8. Then ask students to read the Model section of the lesson that analyzes the organizational structure of "The Making of Pride and
Prejudice: The Life and Times of Jane Austen." Have students identify the different text structures the writer uses throughout the paper.

9. Last, in small groups ask students to discuss the following questions:
● Overall, does the writer of "The Making of Pride and Prejudice: The Life and Times of Jane Austen" blend informational structures

effectively? Why or why not?
● Where in the paper does the writer organize information most clearly?
● How does the writer indicate when information is based on research?
● Where could the organization be improved?

10. Have students locate their prewriting, thesis statements, and the note cards and source cards they created based on their research and use it
to complete a draft of their outlines

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on author's purpose and author's point of view in "The Star-Spangled Banner"
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Skills lesson on organize informative writing

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 34: Close Read
“The Star-Spangled Banner” by Francis Scott Key
Blast: What So Proudly We Hailed

Student Learning Expectations:



● Complete a close reading of a song.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing rhetoric in "The Star-Spangled Banner."
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
● Explore background information about the history of "The Star-Spangled Banner" and how it became the U.S. national anthem.
● Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about "The Star-Spangled Banner," including articles, a video, and different

perspectives.

Standards:
Rhetoric
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.8, RI.11-12.9
Text Evidence
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Written Responses
W.11-12.7
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Vocabulary Acquisition
L.11-12.1.A, L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Perilous, ramparts, haughty, reposes, vauntingly, hireling, second-rate, revel, flubs, amateur, anthem, preserving, timeless

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: Should the United States change its national anthem?
2. Ask students what their opinion of the national anthem is. Do they find the song inspiring? Do they think there's a song that better

represents the United States? Taking into account ideas generated by their classmates, should the United States change its national anthem?
3. Have students view a photograph of the flag that inspired "The Star-Spangled Banner" on display at the Smithsonian's National Museum of

American History, such as the ones at: http://tinyurl.com/qzu556n and http://tinyurl.com/pnn3hsq. Discuss how the pictures represent a
symbol of American history, prompting students with questions such as:
● What words or phrases would you use to describe the flag? Does it look like it is in good condition? Why or why not?
● Why do you think the flag was so big?
● What is the significance of this flag? Why do you think the flag is on display at the National Museum of American History?
● What emotions do you feel when looking at the flag?

4. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question.
5. In their notebooks, ask students to make two columns, one for reasons in favor of "The Star-Spangled Banner" remaining the national

anthem and one for reasons against. Start with the Background and have them fill in reasons that the Blast suggests people might like the
song. After they've finished that, have them begin developing a list of reasons why they or other people might be opposed to the song.

http://tinyurl.com/qzu556n
http://tinyurl.com/pnn3hsq


6. Ask students to write their Blast response.
7. Have students revisit the text and answer these questions:

● Reread the second stanza. How does the speaker's tone change throughout the stanza? Cite specific textual evidence to support your
statements. 

● What words and phrases does the author use in the fourth stanza to describe the United States?
● How do these phrases support the author's purpose in writing the song? 

Materials/Resources:
Blast: What So Proudly We Hailed
Close Read lesson on "The Star-Spangled Banner"
"The Star-Spangled Banner" Vocabulary handout
"The Star-Spangled Banner" Graphic Organizer
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
http://tinyurl.com/qzu556n
http://tinyurl.com/pnn3hsq

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 35: Blast
Reaching the Masses
First Read: “Be Ye Men of Valor” by Winston Churchill

Student Learning Expectations:
● Explore background information about the history of radio, television, and other mass media in the 20th century.
● Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about mass media and politics.
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Text Evidence
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Written Responses
W.11-12.7
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Vocabulary Acquisition

http://tinyurl.com/qzu556n
http://tinyurl.com/pnn3hsq


L.11-12.1.A, L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Transmitted, transmitter, skyrocketed, revolutionized, oratories, medium of choice, social media, aggression, intimidated, formidable, adversary,
solemn, dogged, lorries, gravity, grappies, animate, clawing down, perils, wastage, kith and kin, auxiliary verb

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast. 
2. Ask students what they already know about media coverage of politicians. Have they ever listened to a political speech on the radio or

watched one on TV? How does the media treat politicians? Taking into account ideas generated by their classmates, do they have a sense of
how mass media affects politics?

3. Have students view a photograph of people listening to FDR's Fireside Chats, such as the ones at: http://tinyurl.com/qykzom2.
Discuss how the pictures represent an exchange of information between a sitting president and the American people, prompting students
with questions such as:
● What are the people doing in the photographs? How can you tell that they are paying close attention?
● How many different generations do you see? What does that tell you about the audience of FDR's radio addresses?
● What kinds of information do you think FDR shared with the nation this way?
● What are the benefits of giving a radio address versus sending a letter or publishing text in a newspaper?

4. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question. As they read, ask students to complete the
fill-in-the-blank summary of the background provided on their Access 4 handout

5. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:
● What is the role of radio in your life? Do you think it will get more or less important to you over time? 
● How was early radio different from today's radio?  How is this history similar to other technologies? 
● Why did Roosevelt's "fireside chats" become so influential? 
● How did the introduction of television change politics? What's the role of televised debates today? How is it similar to 1960?

6. Ask students to write their Blast response.
7. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for "Be Ye Men of Valour." The introduction provides context for the speech.
8. Find out what your students already know about World War II. As a class or in small groups, generate a list (on the board or on paper) of the

information and previous knowledge your students have about World War II, especially Britain's role and sacrifices. As students discuss,
encourage them to scan a brief overview of the war, such as the one at http://tinyurl.com/kmqjfn5, to verify the facts and details they
recorded and add to them if necessary.

9. Have students independently read and annotate the excerpt. 
10. In small groups or pairs, have students discuss the following questions. To help facilitate discussions, refer to Collaborative Discussions in the

Speaking & Listening Handbook.
● What threat do the German armies pose?  Why does Churchill feel it is best to use bombers to fight back? 
● What are Churchill's goals?  Why is winning the war so important? 
● What are three main ideas of this speech? 

http://tinyurl.com/qykzom2
http://tinyurl.com/kmqjfn5


11. Ask students to imagine they lived in England during World War II and that they heard Churchill deliver this speech on the radio. Then have
them write a journal entry that addresses the thoughts and feelings they would have at that tense time. Would Churchill's speech have
inspired feelings of fear, confidence, patriotism, or something else? Why? Remind students to use precise words and phrases to
communicate their reflections.

12. Distribute the grammar handout on verb phrases. Review with students what verb phrases and auxiliary, or helping, verbs are, as explained
in the handout. Then have students complete the practice exercises as homework.

Materials/Resources:
Blast: Reaching the Masses
First Read lesson on "Be Ye Men of Valour"
Grammar handout: Verb Phrases
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
http://tinyurl.com/qykzom2
http://tinyurl.com/kmqjfn5

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 36: Skill Lesson
Author’s Purpose and Author’s Point of View
Extended Writing Project: Plan

Student Learning Expectations:
● Learn the definitions of author's purpose and author's point of view.
● Practice using concrete strategies for determining author's purpose and author's point of view.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Discuss and demonstrate understanding of organizing informative/explanatory writing.
● Plan an informative research paper by ensuring that ideas, concepts, and information are organized logically and support a thesis

statement.

Standards:
Author’s Purpose and Author’s Point of View
RL.11-12.1, RI.11-12.1, RL.11-12.6, RI.11-12.6
Plan Writing
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Succinctly, dual, take up arms, align, advance

Activities & Assessments:

http://tinyurl.com/qykzom2
http://tinyurl.com/kmqjfn5


1. Ask students to review their thesis statements, their audience and purpose, the supporting details they have gathered, and the
characteristics of the organizational structure they plan to use in their informative research paper.

2. Point out that planning an informative research paper involves identifying as precisely as possible which information from sources, placed in
their note cards, should be included in each paragraph of the writing. In planning, writers need to identify the topic of each of their
paragraphs and ensure that their topics relate to their thesis statement.

3. Remind students to refer to their prewriting, thesis statements, research note cards, source cards, outlines, and Textual Evidence Charts to
help them create a road map for their papers.

4. Make sure students have access to all of their previous assignments to draw upon. Then give them the Research Paper Road Map on the
Access 4 handout to structure their organization. Go over each of the categories. Explain that as they write they can add additional
paragraphs as needed. Instruct students to refer to their thesis statements, notes, organizer(s), and other prewriting materials to complete
the Research Paper Road Map or similar exercise and create a more detailed, in-depth plan for their informative research papers. 

5. Provide students with the following questions to help them complete and review their Research Paper Road Map on the Access 4 handout:
● Does my thesis statement address all of the points in the writing prompt? Do I need to add anything that is missing?
● Do all of the details in this paragraph support my thesis?
● Are there additional details I want to add to the paragraph to strengthen my ideas?
● Would it make sense to put my paragraphs in a different order?

6. Watch the Concept Definition video on author's purpose and point of view with your students. Make sure students understand why it's
critical to know an author's purpose or point of view when trying to unlock the meaning of a text.

7. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of author's purpose and author's point of view. Either in small
groups or as a whole class, use these questions to engage students in a discussion about author's purpose and author's point of view:

● How might a text written with a purpose to persuade be different from one that's intended to inform? How might a text that was
written to entertain be different? 

● Can an informational text, such as a speech, have more than one point of view? Why or why not? 
● What is the relationship between an author's purpose and his or her point of view? How might the author's point of view reveal his

or her purpose? 
8. Have students independently read the Model section. 
9. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole-group discussion that helps students understand how to

determine Churchill's purpose and point of view:
● For what two purposes does the Model determine the text was written?  Why might Churchill have chosen to combine these

purposes? 
● How does Churchill make his purpose and point of view clear?  How does revealing his point of view help Churchill achieve his

purposes for giving the speech? 
● How does the structure of the beginning of the speech help Churchill advance his purpose and point of view? 

10. Have students reread "Be Ye Men of Valour" and highlight the sentence they think best reveals the author's point of view. Have a few
volunteers share which sentence they picked and why. Then, ask if the other students agree or disagree and give reasons why or why not.

Materials/Resources:



Skills lesson on author's purpose and author's point of view in "Be Ye Men of Valour"
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Grade 12, Unit 4 Extended Writing Project: Plan lesson
Completed Textual Evidence Chart
Completed research note cards and source cards

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 37: Extended Writing Project
Supporting Details
Introductions and Conclusions

Student Learning Expectations:
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing: supporting details.
● Identify and practice concrete strategies for including relevant facts, extended definitions, and other concrete supporting details in an

informative research paper.
● Identify and practice concrete strategies for using precise language, domain-specific vocabulary, and techniques to manage the

complexity of a research topic.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing: introductions and conclusions.
● Identify and practice concrete strategies for writing a strong introduction and conclusion.

Standards:
Strong Thorough Text Evidence
RI.11-12.1
Introductions and Conclusions
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.2, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.1.E, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.7, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Verify Word Meaning/Consult Reference Materials
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.B, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology:
Aimed, slice of life, coming to terms with, negligible, beloved, opened-ended questions, wraps up

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students read the Define section of the Supporting Details lesson and then use their Access 4 handouts to restate the most important

points in their own words. Clarify questions to aid students' comprehension as needed. Then have students participate in mixed-level groups
with the class to discuss the purpose of supporting details in an essay.



2. Put students into small groups based on the author they have chosen. Ask each group member to share one relevant supporting detail and
one irrelevant detail he or she found while conducting research. Then have students discuss how they determined which details were
relevant and which were not.

3. Ask students to examine the Textual Evidence Chart used by the writer of the student model "The Making of Pride and Prejudice: The Life and
Times of Jane Austen."

4. In groups ask them to discuss the supporting details the writer chose and the inference he or she made: What kinds of supporting details
does the writer use? Are these supporting details relevant to the writer's thesis? Why or why not? Based on these details, is the inference the
writer made valid? Why or why not? What examples of precise language, domain-specific vocabulary, or techniques do you see in the
evidence? How do these support the thesis?

5. Ask students to fill out a Textual Evidence Chart with some of the quotations and other supporting details they might use to develop their
informative research papers. Remind them to keep their thesis statements in mind as they choose the most relevant evidence.

6. Ask students to underline precise language and any domain-specific vocabulary in their evidence. If they don't see any, point out that as they
continue doing research, they will want to look for such language to include in their writing. Remind students that they can use the details
from the Textual Evidence Chart to help them in the planning stage of their research papers.

7. Either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Introductions and Conclusions lesson. Ask students to take notes on the most
important elements of the introduction and the conclusion.

8. Ask students to read the introductory and concluding paragraphs of the student model research paper, "The Making of Pride and
Prejudice: The Life and Times of Jane Austen." Then have students read the model text.

9. Ask students to review the essay prompt for the Extended Writing Project and to write an introduction and conclusion for their paper.
Remind them to use their pre-writing notes and road maps to guide their writing. They will want to reference the main points they generated
during the pre-writing and planning stages in their introduction and sum up their evidence in their conclusion.

10. Write an introduction for your informative research paper that includes a hook, the topic, and the thesis statement. Then write a conclusion
that sums up your essay's key points and restates the thesis statement.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on Supporting Details
Textual Evidence Chart
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Skills lesson on Introductions and Conclusions

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 38: Close Read
“Be Ye Men of Valor” by Winston Churchill
Extended Writing Project: Body Paragraphs and Transitions

Student Learning Expectations:
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for determining author's purpose and author's point of view in "Be Ye Men of Valour."



● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative research paper writing: body paragraphs and transitions.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for writing strong body paragraphs and clear transitions.

Standards:
Analysis/Inference
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.3, RI.11-12.4
Writing in Response to a Prompt
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Determine and Clarify Word Meaning
L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology:
Imperious, abates, indomitable, sublime, valour, gained, citation, tying, orients, common knowledge

Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first few paragraphs.
2. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read. Then have students

read and annotate the excerpt. As they reread the text, remind students to use the comprehension strategy of summarizing that they
learned in the First Read.

3. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions with a focus on the purpose and point of
view presented in the selection.

● Churchill uses first-person singular and plural pronouns throughout his speech. Why is this choice appropriate for the speech, and
how might it help him connect with his audience? Cite specific textual evidence to support your statements.

● What does Churchill say would be "foolish"? What is the purpose of this part of the speech? Cite specific textual evidence to support
your answer.

● How are Britain's strengths and limitations reflected in Churchill's speech?
4. Have students read the Define section of the Body Paragraphs and Transitions lesson and then use their Access 4 handouts to rewrite the

definitions of each listed term in their own words.
5. Before students write their body paragraphs, review with them the informative research paper prompt for the Extended Writing Project.

Next, have students review their topics, texts, research, and thesis statements. Remind them to use their pre-writing notes and road maps to
guide their writing.

6. Remind students that they should include one main idea and any supporting evidence, as well as correct citations in their sample
paragraphs. Students should also be sure to use transitions where needed to make their paragraphs cohesive.



7. Prior to having them write their body paragraphs, ask students to complete the fill in the blank body paragraph map on their Access
handout. If needed, review each element of body paragraphs with students before they begin writing.

8. Once they have completed the statements with the information they plan to write about, allow them to write their body paragraphs. Remind
students to use transition words and phrases when they write their full paragraphs.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on "Be Ye Men of Valour"
"Be Ye Men of Valour" Vocabulary Review
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Skills lesson on Body Paragraphs and Transitions

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 39: First Read
“D-Day Prayer” by President Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Skill Lesson: Connotation and Denotation

Student Learning Expectations:
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.
● Learn the definitions of connotation and denotation.

● Practice using concrete strategies for determining connotation and denotation.

Standards:
Connotation/Denotation
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.7, RI.11-12.8, RI.11-12.9
Develop, Strengthen, Produce Clear Coherent Writing
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Context Clues/Word Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5.B

Key Terminology:
D-Day, operation, casualties, Channel, come to pass, righteousness, rent, conquest, sacrifice, prevail, apostles, campaign, prospects, frankness,
connote, resilient, paternal figure, bolster, all walks of life

Activities & Assessments:



1. Individually or as a class, read the introduction for "D-Day Prayer." The introduction provides context for the speech.
2. Have students discuss what they already know about D-Day. If they have limited prior knowledge, provide them with the following

websites: http://tinyurl.com/nbd9x22, http://w.studysync.com/?466E, and http://tinyurl.com/yrp3ag.
3. Explain to students that a public document is a document issued by a government department that is available to the public. Written

transcripts of presidential speeches, for example, are considered public documents. Tell students that they can better navigate and
comprehend the information available in public documents if they analyze the use of text features (such as graphics, headers, and captions)
in the documents. Have students view the scan of Franklin D. Roosevelt's script of the D-Day Prayer from the website of the Franklin D.
Roosevelt Presidential Library and Museum.

4. Have students independently read and annotate the speech. 
5. In small groups or pairs, have students discuss the questions and inferences they made while reading. To help facilitate discussions, refer to

Collaborative Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook.
● Why does President Roosevelt ask his audience to join him in prayer?  Later in the speech, why does he call for a "continuance of

prayer"? 
● Why does Roosevelt speak of a "struggle to preserve our Republic"? 
● How does Roosevelt refer to German troops near the end of the speech?  Why might he have used such negative language?

6. Have students complete the Think questions.
7. Watch the Concept Definition video on connotation and denotation with your students. Make sure your students write down and understand

the definitions of both terms, along with relevant examples for each.
8. Have students independently read the Model section. 
9. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole-group discussion that helps students understand how to identify

and analyze connotation and denotation in the passage:
● The connotations in the passage are related to the purpose of Franklin Roosevelt's prayer. According to the Model, what is this

purpose? 
● Why might Roosevelt use a word such as "righteousness" to characterize the Allies' cause? 
● Choose one of the words highlighted in the Model and replace it with a synonym. What effect does this have on the meaning of the

sentence? 
● The Model mentions that Roosevelt is seeking to bolster the faith of the American people. What emotional associations does he seek

to create in the second passage? 
● Why do you think Roosevelt chooses to mix words that have positive connotations with words that have negative connotations?

10. Have students answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding. 

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on "D-Day Prayer"
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Skills lesson on connotation and denotation in "D-Day Prayer"
http://tinyurl.com/nbd9x22

http://tinyurl.com/nbd9x22
http://w.studysync.com/?466E
http://tinyurl.com/yrp3ag
http://www.fdrlibrary.marist.edu/aboutfdr/pdfs/dday_prayerdraft.pdf
http://tinyurl.com/nbd9x22


http://w.studysync.com/?466E
http://tinyurl.com/yrp3ag
Franklin D. Roosevelt's script of the D-Day Prayer

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 40: Extended Writing Project
Draft

Student Learning Expectations:
● Review notes, outlines, or other organizers before writing an informative/explanatory text.
● Draft an informative research paper in response to a prompt.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Acquire Vocabulary Knowledge
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.6
Create Cohesion/Produce Writing Appropriate to Task
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.C, W.11-12.E, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10

Key Terminology:
Syntax, objective tone, formal style 

Activities & Assessments:
1. Before students begin to write, review with the class the writing prompt/directions for their informative research papers. Have a volunteer

read them aloud. Ask whether students have any questions either about the prompt or the directions. Respond to their questions, and
explain the importance of addressing the prompt fully and completely

2. Then read aloud the peer review instructions that students will use to comment on one another's work. Students will use the feedback to
develop their writing in different stages of the writing process. Point out that understanding the peer review instructions can help students
focus their writing on important features of informative/explanatory texts. 

3. Remind students to review their topics, text choices, thesis statements, as well as consider audience and purpose as they begin to draft. 
4. Next, have them refer to any outlines, lists, road maps, source cards, note cards, and other organizers, including the Six-Circles Web they

completed in the Prewrite lesson and their Textual Evidence Chart from the Plan lesson, before they begin writing. Students may also wish to
reread relevant portions of the texts that they have selected for inclusion in their informative research paper. They should review as well the
practice drafts they wrote for an introduction, body paragraph, and conclusion.

5. Distribute the grammar handout on usage and discuss the instruction provided on the handout with students. Have students respond
individually to the questions on the handout and then discuss their responses as a class.

6. Ask students to complete their draft using textual evidence, such as relevant facts, details, and quotations, from their selection and outside
research to support their thesis statement. 

http://w.studysync.com/?466E
http://tinyurl.com/yrp3ag
http://www.fdrlibrary.marist.edu/aboutfdr/pdfs/dday_prayerdraft.pdf


7. Have them use the Informative/Explanatory Writing Draft Checklist on the Access 4 handout to make sure they include a strong introduction
with a hook and thesis statement, smooth transitions, precise language, and a conclusion that restates the thesis and wraps up the essay in
an interesting way.

8. Help students to go through the Informative/Explanatory Draft Checklist item-by-item on the Access 1 handout to check their writing. 

Materials/Resources:
Grade 12, Unit 4 Extended Writing Project: Draft lesson
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Grammar Handout: Usage

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 41: Skill Lesson
Compare and Contrast
Extended Writing Project: Sources and Citations

Student Learning Expectations:
● Learn the definition of compare and contrast.
● Practice using concrete strategies for comparing and contrasting.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory texts: sources and citations.
● Identify and practice concrete strategies for using multiple sources and correctly formatting citations for an informative research paper.

Standards:
Compare and Contrast
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.9
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2
Sources and Citations
W.11-12.8

Key Terminology:
Adversity, immediate, scenario, spells out, allusion, parenthetical citations, common knowledge, direct quote, running text

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on compare and contrast with your students. Make sure your students understand the difference

between comparing and contrasting and how it can help unlock meaning in a given text.
2. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of compare and contrast. Either in small groups or as a whole

class, use these questions to engage students in a discussion about compare and contrast:
● Are there any situations in which two informational texts have only differences and no similarities? Why or why not? 
● What are some ways other than content in which two informational texts can be similar? (
● How can comparing and contrasting two informational texts help you understand them better than just analyzing them individually?



3. Have students independently read the Model section. 
4. Have small groups do online research to compare and contrast the lives of Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Winston Churchill. Have groups

identify three points of similarity and three points of difference. 
5. Either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Sources and Citations lesson. Ask students to take notes on the most

important elements of sources and citations.
6. Then in small groups or as a class, ask students to discuss the purpose of citations in an essay. Give them time to discuss these questions:

Writers of research papers must consult multiple sources. How does this research help a writer demonstrate understanding of a subject
under investigation?  What is the purpose of citations in an informative research paper? What is plagiarism? Why do you think writers
plagiarize? How might they be convinced not to? 

7. Ask students to read the model text and the explanation of the citations in the student model research paper.
8. In groups ask them to discuss the citations in the student model:

● What kinds of sources has the writer consulted to do the research? Why are multiple and varied resources a good idea when doing
research?

● Is all the information that needs to be credited cited? Why or why not?
● Are there additional citations that need to be added? If not, why?

9. Compile a list of the types of sources students likely used for their research essays, such as books, online articles, and articles from scholarly
journals. Pair students and give each pair a list of bibliographic information for several sources. Do not format the information in MLA style.
Challenge pairs to create the Works Cited entry and list all the ways the source could be cited in running text. When pairs finish, have them
trade with another pair and check each others' work.

10. Ask students to review their research paper drafts in order to create a Works Cited section and to add in-text citations to their research
papers. Remind them to use their source and note cards from the Research and Note-Taking lesson. Students should consult multiple sources
in order to demonstrate an understanding of the subject.

11. For more information about formatting sources and citations, direct students to an online MLA style guide, such as the one from the Purdue
University Online Writing Lab: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/ Tell students to bookmark this site and use it as they
add citations to their research papers.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on Sources and Citations
Skills lesson on compare and contrast in "D-Day Prayer"
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 42: Close Read
“D-Day Prayer” by President Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Extended Writing Project: Revise

Student Learning Expectations:

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/


● Complete a close reading of an informational speech.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for determining connotation and denotation.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
● Identify elements of a writing style appropriate to an informative/explanatory text or research paper.
● Revise an informative research paper to improve content and organization, to maintain a formal style and objective tone, and to add

citations and a list of sources.

Standards:
Author’s Use of Words/Phrases
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2
Strengthen Writing by Revising, Editing and/or Rewriting
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.1.C, W.11-12.1.D, W.11-12.1.E, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Vary Syntax for Effect
Context Clues/Word Meaning
L.11-12.1.A, L.11-12.2.A, L.11-12.3.A, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11.12.6

Key Terminology:
Poignant, stoutness, steadfastness, travail, deter

Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first four paragraphs
2. Have students read and annotate the excerpt. As students reread the text, remind them to use the comprehension strategy of asking and

answering questions that they learned in the First Read.
3. As a class, listen to a recording of President Roosevelt's speech (available at http://tinyurl.com/o8mtgtu). After listening, discuss how the text

is different when reading or listening.
● Which parts of the speech were most moving when listening?
● Which parts lost their power in the audio version?
● Which version did you prefer and why?

4. Read the prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm about the similarities and differences between "D-Day Prayer" and "Be Ye Men of
Valour." Remind your students to look at the excerpts and their annotations to find textual evidence to support their ideas.

5. Have students complete the Venn diagram attached to this lesson plan to organize their ideas for the writing prompt. 
6. Have students complete the prewriting activity on the Access 4 handout to organize their thoughts before they write. (Homework)
7. Ask students to complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their answers. (Homework)

http://tinyurl.com/o8mtgtu


8. Before students begin to revise, review with the class the writing prompt/directions for their informative research papers. Ask whether
students have any questions either about the prompt or the revision process. Respond to their questions, and explain the importance of
thoughtful, focused revisions.

9. Distribute the grammar handout on hyphenation conventions and discuss the instruction provided on the handout with students.
10. Each student should start this activity with a copy of his or her draft either printed on paper or open in a word-processing program. Students

will conduct three rereads of their own paper, each with a different focus.
● First, have students read through their draft to be sure they have included previous peer suggestions, as appropriate.
● Next, ask students to look for aspects of informal style. Students should be on the lookout for slang, personal pronouns and opinions,

incorrectly used pronouns (especially reflexive or intensive pronouns), imprecise words, and a casual tone. Advise students to
highlight in blue any instances of informal style and note corrections in the margins.

● Finally, instruct students to read through a third time. This time, students should look for opportunities to broaden audience appeal
while maintaining a formal style (e.g., improving supporting details or using more vivid language). Challenge students to find at least
two places where they could create interest for their target audience and to highlight these places in yellow.

11. Ask students to complete the revision using textual evidence from the text or their research to support any additional ideas they present.
They should also include in-text citations and a Works Cited section at the close of their papers.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on "D-Day Prayer"
"D-Day Prayer" vocabulary review
"D-Day Prayer" Venn diagram
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
http://tinyurl.com/o8mtgtu
Grade 12, Unit 4 Extended Writing Project: Revise lesson
Grammar Handout: Hyphenation Conventions

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 43: Blast
That’s Entertainment
Extended Writing Project: Edit, Proofread, and Publish

Student Learning Expectations:
● Explore background information about how world events affected romantic, realist, and modernist authors.
● Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about how current events are reflected in books, movies, and TV shows today.
● Identify editing, proofreading, and publishing skills.
● Edit and proofread an informative research paper to finalize information, style, and organization, and to eliminate errors in grammar,

punctuation, and spelling.
● Use technology to produce and publish writing.

http://tinyurl.com/o8mtgtu


● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Strong Thorough Text Evidence
RI.11-12.1
Edit, Proofread, and Publish Writing
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.1.C, W.11-12.1.D, W.11-12.1.E, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.8, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Pose and Respond to Questions
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology:
Hit the scene, profound, full-fledged, exploded, unprecedented, carnage, In retrospect, pervaded, receipt, fierce, believe, piece, reign

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: How do entertainment and pop culture reflect current or recent events?
2. Ask students what they think about current events and entertainment. Do they like watching movies or TV shows that directly reflect current

events? Why or why not? Taking into account ideas generated by their classmates, do they have a sense of how entertainment reflects
current events?

3. Have students view an image of Pablo Picasso's Guernica, such as the one at: http://tinyurl.com/o23e8pe
Give the students a brief overview of the painting, including that it was created in 1937 in response to the Spanish Civil War. Then discuss
how the picture represents an important achievement from a modernist painter, prompting students with questions such as:
● What is happening in this painting?
● What emotion is revealed in the painting? How does the artist evoke that emotion in viewers?
● Some key ideas in modernism were disillusionment and experimental techniques. How does this painting reflect those ideas?
● How does Picasso use abstract images to convey anti-war sentiment?

4. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question. As they read, ask students to complete the
fill-in-the-blank summary of the background provided on their Access 4 handout.

5. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:
● How would the French Revolution and the Industrial Revolution change many people's lives?  What effects might these changes have had

on literature of the time? 
● What was the focus of realist art? (How does the excerpt from O Pioneers! show this focus?
● Why was World War I so deadly?  How did the war affect artists and writers? 
● Is it easy to see the connections between current events and literature or art? Why or why not? 

6. In their notebooks, ask students to make two columns, one for current events and one for art inspired by current events. Have students start
by listing some important events of the past ten years. Then have students list books, movies, TV shows, or other art based on those events. 

7. Ask students to write their Blast response.
8. Before students begin to edit and proofread, review with the class the writing prompt/directions.
9. Walk students through each item on the Proofreading Checklist on the Access 4 handout. 

http://tinyurl.com/o23e8pe


10. Distribute the grammar handout on spelling and discuss the instruction provided on the handout with students. Have students respond
individually to the questions on the handout and then discuss their responses as a class.

11. Finally, ask students to reread their essays to make sure that they have followed all spelling rules, especially those regarding ie and ei. 
12. Explain to students that reading their work aloud is a great way to check for errors they might have otherwise missed. After students have

completed their proofreading using the Proofreading Checklist, have them read their essay aloud to a partner.
13. Have students check their final draft against the checklist on their Access 4 handout to make sure they made all of the edits needed

Materials/Resources:
Grade 12, Unit 4 Extended Writing Project: Edit, Proofread, and Publish lesson
Grammar Handout: Spelling
Blast: That's Entertainment!
http://tinyurl.com/o23e8pe

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Days 44-45: Assessment
Grade 12 Unit 4 Assessment

http://tinyurl.com/o23e8pe

